Entrance Information:
202 S. 36th Street. Philadelphia, PA 19104

1. The main entry located on 36th Street, is accessible by first proceeding west along an inclined path between the Annenberg Public Policy Center (APPC) and the ARCH, until you reach the beginning of an area in the walkway, level with the first floor entrance. This level path leads to the front door. The exterior entry to the Agora may be reached using the initial half of this route and continuing on the pathway around the building.

2. The Agora entrance is located in the northwest corner of the building and is accessible from Walnut Street through the level Annenberg School entry courtyard and up a slight ramp to the APPC Courtyard. This route also connects to the incline level to the 36th Street entrance and on to 36th Street Walk.

Elevator Information:
- There is one elevator inside the entrance lobby of the building. This elevator accesses all floors.

Accessible Restrooms:
- All of the restrooms are ADA accessible

Building Information:
- Entry is by key card access only, except during public events.